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Abstract
Art conservation has been defined as ‘the application of science to the study and treatment of artworks’.
Ever since the field of conservation differentiated itself from tradition-bound practices of ‘restoration’, the
analytical investigation of materials has been at the heart of virtually every aspect of this field. The decision
to intervene by treating an artwork must be based on a materials understanding since, just as in medicine,
the fundamental precept of the field is, “First, do no harm”. While great skill is required in treating the decay
of artworks, that skill must be guided by an understanding of material properties if incompatibilities and
unanticipated long-term damage due to the treatment itself are to be avoided. Analytical investigations of
artworks typically employ the spectroscopic tools of analytical chemistry, dating methods based on
radioactive decay, structural studies via methods such as metallography and petrography and, in some
cases, replication experiments based on ancient technology. Materials science also plays a very large role in
the characterization of modern materials to be used in contact with artwork to ensure compatibility and
reversibility. Academic and industrial research in materials science most often involves the development and
characterization of new materials from relatively pure compounds within tightly controlled environments. By
contrast, conservation problems most often entail materials that are complex natural products produced
through pre-industrial means that have often been radically altered by the effects of burial or uncontrolled
weathering. In some cases, this extends so far as to involve geological pseudomorphism, or fossilization
products, making it necessary to employ geochemical study of the alteration products in order to identify the
original materials. A group of examples from ancient Chinese metallurgy, forgery of ancient metalwork,
European ceramics, and a 20th century theater costume will be presented to illustrate some roles of the
materials scientist in this intriguing field.
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